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CLOUD SCAPE
This considered garden with its silvery palette and low-profile 

cloud pruning creates an Australian-style Hamptons vibe
“People passing by comment on how nice the 
garden is, not being enclosed,” says owner 
Ben Vitale. An ornamental Aristocrat pear 
(Pyrus calleryana ‘Aristocrat’) feature tree 
creates instant impact and is surrounded  
by Indian hawthorn (Rhaphiolepis indica 
‘Oriental Pearl’) and Buxus microphylla 
topiary. OPPOSITE Olives (Olea europaea)  
are planted in a row along the boundary.WORDS LOUISE McDAID  STYLING STEPHANIE POWELL  PHOTOGRAPHY CHRIS WARNES
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W 
hen Ben Vitale and his wife Jodi undertook  
a major rebuild of their home in Sydney’s 
south, they wanted the garden to tie in with 
their chosen American East Coast style, 
while also being suitable for the Australian 

climate. “It had to be robust for kids as well as look good with 
the architecture,” says Ben, owner, architect and father to 
daughter Everleigh, 5, and son Luca, 4. The result was two 
beautiful gardens with a house in between – a tranquil, inviting 
front garden, and a secluded backyard recreation area. 

Out front, the garden and nature strip merge, with large stone 
steppers extending across the unbarricaded boundary. They lead 
to the front door and generous porch in a meandering fashion. 
With the planting predominantly low, the house is in full street 
view. As Ben says, “I wanted the transition between the public 
and private to be fluid, so the home becomes part of the street.” 
A sea of cool green and grey-leafed plants flank the path. 
Low-growing cotton lavender, Hardenbergia ‘Flat White’, and 
Dymondia margaretae ‘Silver Carpet’ spread across the ground, 
interspersed with balls of clipped buxus, and augmented by waves 
of soft-purple salvia (Mexican sage). The textural combinations, 
forms and planting in drifts evoke a vision of the ocean, tamed 
by a hint of formality to avoid any wildness, while the restrained 
colour palette is a smooth match with the local, coastal vibe.

A row of silvery olive trees consolidates the serene colour 
scheme and visually elongates this area. They are planted closely 
enough for screening, and along with the ‘Aristocrat’ ornamental 
pear feature tree, give the height necessary to balance the house 
and pergola. The exquisite white blossoms and autumnal leaves 
of the pear add seasonal charm to the mostly evergreen scheme. 
A custom-made ring surrounds the tree base, raising the planting 
level to give the roots more soil depth. “We had to create masses 
of sub-surface drainage to ensure none of the advanced trees 
were sitting in water pooled on the bedrock beneath,” says 
landscape designer Oliver Sizeland of Growing Rooms.

The calm, casual elegance continues out the back, where the 
lush Platinum Zoysia lawn and idyllic pool sit side by side. The 
outdoor kitchen/dining is a comfortable transition area between 
the indoor living and these two outdoor spaces, both accessed  
by passing beneath the vine-covered pergola. At the edge of the 
lawn, a cubby house is a miniature of the main home. The kids 
spend most afternoons here or in the pool. Beside the cubby is a 
little patch where they mess around growing vegies and flowers.

Along the length of the pool, ‘Teddy Bear’ magnolia stand tall, 
with their copper-backed glossy green leaves accentuated against 
the crisp white backdrop. Scyon panels form this boundary wall, 
providing screening in a style that echoes the panel-clad house 
exterior. Oliver says, “It gives a nice smooth finish similar to  
a masonry wall, but without the cost.”

Additional pool planting is low-growing and resilient – buxus, 
dwarf Japanese cedar and cotton lavender inside the fence, carissa 
‘Desert Star’ outside. These evergreens maintain the green and 
grey theme, with repeats of the Mexican sage, buxus balls and 
pavers from the front garden. Ben says in summary, “I love the 
balance between the garden and the house. It has such a pleasing 
quality – soothing and calm as it should be near the ocean.” 
This garden was a collaboration between Growing Rooms and Robert 
Finnie. See growingrooms.com.au and instagram.com/rob_finnie 
Homeowner Ben Vitale was the architect, visit vitaledesign.com.au

“ Teddy Bear 
magnolias are  
great around pools 
as they don’t create 
much leaf litter”  
OLIVER SIZELAND, LANDSCAPE DESIGNER
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Bluestone Organic pavers by Eco Outdoor connect 
the driveway and front path, while Silver Carpet 
(Dymondia margaretae) grows in between. 
OPPOSITE Buxus microphylla, Dwarf Japanese 
Cedar (Cryptomeria japonica ‘Globosa Nana’) and 
Cotton Lavender (Santolina chamaecyparissus) 
have been planted around the pool. 



Buxus sempervirens

Magnolia ‘Teddy Bear’

Olea europaea

Salvia leucantha 
(Mexican sage bush)
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“ We didn’t want a really 
colourful garden – the 
house has a restrained 
palette and we wanted the 
same with the planting”

 BEN VITALE, HOMEOWNER

“It’s very relaxing sitting on the front 
porch, looking into the garden,” says 
Ben. OUTDOOR KITCHEN (opposite, 
top) Marine ply cabinetry with a 
Caesarstone top was custom-designed 
by Vitale Design. A round marble table 
from Blu Dot and Vela chairs from 
Cosh Living sit atop the spotted gum 
decking. FRONT GARDEN (opposite, 
below) Come evening, Twiggy spike 
lights by Nocturnal Lighting show  
the olive orchard in its best light.
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mass appeal
For maximum impact, group like plants  

together in clumps or as a hedge.
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